What Adolf Hitler Said About The Marxists-Bolsheviks

The Targeted Destruction of the German Empire
France understands under the “Internationals” (Internationale) something other than our German Marxists understand. For France it is an international finance directive to exploit Germany…*1
The ‘Revolution of November 1918’ was a crime committed against the German people... It seemed to me that what Germany lived through 60 years earlier was repeated. Just as before in the battles for German unity, the people were divided and, therefore, powerless. In my conviction, the German people are now suffering the same ordeal again...*5
The Marxist Revolution has annihilated the German state and German national honor...*1
The Marxist parties and their followers had 14 years time to prove their competence. The result is a field of destruction...*4
The Left, wherever they have power, they apply it. But how? For the ruination of Germany...*1
Fate has allotted those in power today more than thirteen years to be tested and proven. But they hand down their own worst sentence in that they themselves confess to the failure of their efforts by the type of propaganda they use today. Once they claimed they would govern Germany better in the future than it had been in the past but could establish in their success only that Germany and the German Volk still exist...*3
In 14 years, the ‘November-Parties’ have ruined the livelihood of our farmers. In 14 years they have produced an army of millions of jobless workers...*4
The German peasant is impoverished; the middle class is ruined; the social hopes of many millions of people are destroyed; one third of all employable German men and women is unemployed and thus without income; the Reich, the districts, and provinces are over leveraged; finances are in disorder across the board; and all the treasuries are empty!*3
What more could the Marxists possibly have destroyed? The worst thing, though, is the destruction of the trust in our Volk, and the elimination of all hopes and confidence. In thirteen years they have not succeeded in mobilizing the powers slumbering in our people in any possible way; on the contrary! *3
Out of their fear of the nation awakening, they have played people against each other: the city against the county, the service worker against the civil servant, the manual laborer against the office worker, the Bavarian against the Prussian, the Catholic against the Protestant, and so forth, and the other way around.*3
Thus Germany slowly deteriorated, and only a madman can hope that those forces that caused this in the first place could now bring a resurrection. If the present parties seriously want to save Germany, why have they not done so already? Had they wanted to save Germany, why was it neglected?*3
Had the men of these parties honestly intended to do so, then their programs must have been bad. If, however, their programs were good, then either they themselves did not really want a resurrection for Germany, or they must have been ignorant or too weak. Now, thirteen years later, after they have destroyed everything in Germany, the time has finally come for their removal...*3
The state’s left over treasures are spent on kitsch. What then, when all of it is gone? Then it will get to the point that our people will be working as contractors, that Germany will be a plantation under foreign decisions, foreign acquisitiveness, with an authority that is no longer a government since it no longer governs but is made up of henchmen who follow foreign commands...*1
Since ways of life, ancestry of individual people, the economy, status, career, education, knowledge, and property divide our people already, politics must not build up this division and organize it politically to eternalize it. Some kind of counterbalance must be established against these subversive and destroying tendencies in people’s life.*5
That’s when I, a nameless and unknown soldier, made a decision, to build a movement that can unite the German people again on a possibly new level, beyond their statuses and careers, parties and classes of the earlier days ... And so, still an unknown individual, I made a resolution to declare war on the fragmentation of the nation and away from those parties bring together the people once again on the same level...*5
The fight against Marxism, for the first time then, was elevated to a battle goal. Still an unknown individual, I promised myself to start this battle and not to rest until this aspect will finally be removed from German life, because I saw the following:

*Marxism represents the eternal splintering of the nation!*..*5
Marxism, therefore, represents the weakening of the whole nation, and so the impoverishment of the people, and with that the betrayal of the class of people that the Marxists want to have as their pillars and to whom they promise a better future. The betrayal of the working class is the inevitable consequence of the splintering of a national body...*5
And after that must naturally follow the betrayal of the German farmer - a disloyalty to a mass of millions - but also of the middle class and the craftsman. And then there must inevitably follow a war against the meaning of ‘Volk’, and with that against the culture that developed from within the people. A battle against all those traditions, against the idea of greatness, honor, and freedom will follow. Out from that has to follow an attack against all foundations of our community life...*5
And with that comes further an attack against all the rudiments of our lives. Marxism is outwardly submissively pacifistic, hidden inside it is terror… Only in this way this worldview can succeed with their destruction and eternal negation. And the results, they were exactly that…*5
14 years this party is running this country today. 14 years this world view reigns, sometimes unveiled, other times shamefully covered up. But in its core, dwells always the same spirit that you can see a thousand fold everywhere. And the results? They are harrowing. I don’t want to speak of all the past and its sins but just want to look at these last 15 years behind us...*5
The Communists, a state within the state is arising that confronts as a deadly enemy of our former state community of people. Finally, from these Communist masses rise individuals with a fanatic disapproval of our people, so that in the end the foreign states have them as allies. That is the result of the Marxist teachings...*1
Within 4 years, the German farmer must be wrested from his impoverishment. Within 4 years the joblessness must be finally conquered…*4

That requires a decisive act: Overcoming the Communist destruction in Germany!..*4
Germany cannot and will not succumb to the chaotic ways of Communism.*4
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